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In the last decade, an alliance between Wireless Sensor Networks and Embed-
ded Smart Cameras (Wireless Embedded Smart Camera Networks) has received
a lot of attention from academia and industry, since there exist many unsolved
research problems, wireless embedded platforms are small in size and easy to de-
ploy, and they offer a multitude of attractive applications. A Wireless Embedded
Smart Camera (WESC) is a standalone unit that combines sensing, processing and
communication on a single embedded platform. They provide a lot of flexibility
in terms of the number and placement of the cameras. They can be used for
embedded single unit applications, or can be networked for multi-camera appli-
cations.
We first analyze three different operation scenarios for a wireless vision sen-
sor network wherein different levels of local processing is performed, and thus
different amounts of data is transferred in the network. A detailed quantitative
comparison of these operation scenarios are presented in terms of energy con-
sumption and latency. This quantitative analysis provides the motivation for, and
emphasizes the importance of performing high-level local processing and decision
making at the embedded sensor level and need for peer-to-peer communication
solutions for wireless multimedia sensor networks.
Then, we present a multi-camera tracking application wherein the amount of
data exchanged between cameras has an effect on the tracking accuracy, the en-
ergy consumption of the camera nodes and the latency. We analyzed the tradeoff
for these important parameters using different scenarios. Two main scenarios
are tested: overlapping and non-overlapping camera setups when different-sized
data packets are transferred in a wireless manner.
Finally, we present a lightweight algorithm to perform fall detection for elder-
care using wearable embedded smart cameras. This method uses image analysis
for a single-unit application. It has low computational cost and fast response
time. The proposed lightweight fall detection algorithm uses spatial and tempo-
ral derivatives, and a moving sum approach. The experimental results show the
success of the algorithm in detecting actual falls, and differentiating falls from
most of the regular daily actions. All the experiments have been performed with
an actual wireless embedded smart camera(s). We employed CITRIC motes in our
experiments.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last decade, an alliance between wireless sensor networks and embedded
smart cameras have received a lot of attention in both academia and industry,
since there exist many unsolved research challenges. Also, wireless embedded
platforms are small in size, and easy to deploy, and they offer a multitude of
attractive applications.
Wireless Embedded Smart Cameras (WESC) are standalone units that combine
sensing, processing and communication on a single embedded platform. They
provide a lot of flexibility in terms of the number and placement of the cameras.
They can be used for embedded single-unit applications, or can be networked
for multi-camera applications. The embedded smart cameras must be able to
perform on-board processing with a limited storage facility, be able to make some
subsequent intelligent decisions and then provide successful transmission over
the wireless link using limited energy resources such as batteries.
Research on experimental testbeds and development of real-time algorithms
allows researches in the field evaluate their implementations at application-level
and network-level.
2The first part of this work deals with networked applications while in the
second part a single-unit application is developed and deployed on an actual
embedded smart camera.
1.1 Networked Applications
An agreement among the researchers has to be reach about the characteristics
that experimental platforms must posses. Thus, tools for collection and statistical
analysis of experimental data, and techniques, for ensuring that the new algo-
rithms designed for these specific platforms are accurate, must be designed and
deployed.
Experiments with wireless embedded cameras are complex and hard to repeat,
most of them are use simulations , but in this specific case are unable to model
many essential characteristics of real systems. This gap must be solve. Thus, will
be of fundamental importance to obtain experimental validation [1].
Different software and hardware approaches have been proposed to minimize
the energy consumption in wireless embedded smart camera networks. The ma-
jority of the work has concluded that by reducing the energy consumption due to
communication is a very important step towards this goal [2].
Even if energy efficiency is taken into account, there is still not an adequate
framework for the performance evaluation of wireless embedded smart camera
networks. In many applications of wireless embedded smart camera networks,
only certain events are of interest to the observer, and the amount of data trans-
ferred has an effect on the performance. Therefore, a main challenge in wireless
embedded smart cameras networks is to find a tradeoff between performance and
energy consumption.
3When wireless embedded cameras are used to capture and transfer image and
video data, the problems of limited energy and bandwidth become even more
pronounced. We present in Chapter 3 that message traffic should be decreased
to reduce the communication cost. In many applications, the interest is to detect
composite and semantically higher-level events based on information from multi-
ple sensors. Rather than sending all the information to the sinks and performing
composite event detection at the sinks or control-center, it is much more efficient
to push the detection of semantically high-level events within the network, and
perform composite event detection in a peer-to-peer and energy-efficient man-
ner across embedded smart cameras. In this chapter, three different operation
scenarios are analyzed for a wireless vision sensor network. A detailed quanti-
tative comparison of these operation scenarios are presented in terms of energy
consumption and latency. This quantitative analysis provides the motivation for,
and emphasizes (1) the importance of performing high-level local processing and
decision making at the embedded sensor level and (2) need for peer-to-peer com-
munication solutions for wireless multimedia sensor networks.
Wireless embedded smart cameras provide flexibility in camera deployment
in terms of the locations and number of the cameras. However, these battery-
powered embedded vision sensors have very limited energy, memory, and pro-
cessing power. Energy consumption and latency are two major concerns in wire-
less embedded camera networks. In multi-camera tracking applications, the amount
of data exchanged between cameras has an effect on the tracking accuracy, the en-
ergy consumption of the camera nodes and the latency. In chapter 4 we present an
analysis of the tradeoff for these important parameters using different scenarios.
Two main scenarios are tested: overlapping and non-overlapping camera setups
when different-sized data packets are transferred in a wireless manner. The ex-
4periments have been performed with an actual wireless embedded smart camera
network employing CITRIC motes, and performing tracking of objects.
1.2 Single-Unit Application
Embedded smart cameras are useful in a variety of scenarios: such as surveillance,
military applications, medical applications, etc. We have developed an algorithm
to perform fall detection for eldercare using wearable wireless embedded smart
cameras. The proposed algorithm has low computational cost and fast response.
The lightweight fall detection algorithm uses a spatial and temporal derivatives
and a moving sum approach to estimate the significant changes in the movement
of vertical and horizontal edges. The moving sum allows to recover the under-
lying trend of the time series. In other words, the abrupt movements which are
related to falls can be detected either in the horizontal and vertical direction. Fi-
nally, we detect the fall based on empirical thresholds, obtained from different
experimental setups. The motivation and the preliminary work are presented in
chapter 5 and the lightweight fall detection algorithm is described in chapter 6
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: we provide an overview
of wireless embedded smart camera networks in chapter 2, focusing on topics that
are most relevant for the work presented in this thesis. In chapter 3, we present
a detailed quantitative comparison of three scenarios in terms of the energy con-
sumption and latency when the goal is detecting a composite and semantically
high-level event. In addition to providing motivation for and emphasizing the
importance of pushing the high-level decision making to the sensor level, this
analysis gives quantitative results in terms of savings in energy. Chapter 4 pro-
vides a detailed quantitative analysis of the accuracy-latency-energy tradeoff for
5overlapping and non-overlapping camera setups when different-sized data pack-
ets are transferred in a wireless manner. Chapter 5 presents the motivation for and
initial work towards developing an algorithm to perform fall detection for elder-
care using wearable wireless embedded cameras. The theory and development of
a lightweight fall detection algorithm are described, and the experimental results
obtained with actual embedded cameras are presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the
thesis is concluded in Chapter 7.
6Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, an overview ofWireless Embedded Smart Camera Networks is pre-
sented. We present the most important characteristics, design challenges and met-
rics for the evaluation of the performance of this challenging field. The overview
begins with the development of the wireless embedded smart cameras, the core
features and challenges face for this field, then a quick review of its architecture. A
review of the middleware use is also presented, then a summary of WESCN clas-
sification and some examples are presented. Finally, applications for this growing
and challenging field.
2.1 Develop of Wireless Embedded Smart Camera
Networks
Advances and mature technologies in wireless communication, visual sensor de-
vices, and digital signal processing have enable the development of low cost and
low-power Wireless Embedded Smart Camera Networks (WESCN), which have
recently emerged for a variety of applications, e.g. surveillance, traffic monitor-
ing, etc. The notion of WESCN can be understood as the convergence of wireless
7multimedia sensor networks (WMSN) and distributed smart cameras [1].
Distributed Smart Cameras Computer vision plays an important role in many
applications ranging from surveillance, industrial robotics to smart environ-
ments [3], [1]. Research in wireless vision networks has been focused on two
different assumptions, first is sending all data to the central base station or
sink without local processing, second approach is based on conducting all
processing locally at the camera.
For the last two decades, the trend towards the implementation of advanced
computer vision methods on embedded system have increased substantially.
Yet, deployment of advanced vision methods on embedded platforms is
challenging, since these platforms often provide only limited resources such
as computing performance, memory and power [4]. The solution which has
been proposed to tackle this problems are the so called ”smart cameras”.
Since, Wolf [5] and his group present one the first prototypes of its kind
many advances have been done in this field. A complete review of the evo-
lution of Smart Cameras is provide in [6]. Bramberguer et al.[6] states that
Smart Cameras are part of the third generation of systems. Those systems
range from analog equipment, which use close circuit television cameras to
digital smart cameras, which analyze and scene and report items to the user
[7].
A more formal definition of smart cameras is provided in [6],[5],[7], [8] and
[9]. As a result, we can conclude that smart cameras are real-time embedded
systems which capture high level descriptors. They are equipped with high-
performance, on-board computing and communication infrastructure.
8When several cameras are united to cover big areas and solve problems faced
by single camera setups; for instance, occlusion. We created a distributed
camera. Additionally, if distributed algorithms are used to execute multi-
camera tasks; thus, we have a distributed smart camera [7].
The incentive for utilizing distributed processing is to achieve real-time vi-
sion and provide scalability for the developing of more complex vision algo-
rithms.
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN)
is an emerging field, derived from wireless sensor networks. WSN respond
to scalar information obtained from various internal sensors such us tem-
perature, light, humidity, pressure, etc. WMSN interconnects autonomous
devices for capturing and processing video and audio sensory information
[3]. WMSN is a networking paradigm which allows retrieve video streams,
still images and generic sensing data from the environment [10]. Therefore,
a WMSN will have the ability to store, process in real time, correlate, fuse,
transmit and receive multimedia information by using a wireless channel
[3], [10], [1].
WMSNs have some novel features, but those features bring more require-
ments regarding computing power and communication bandwidth than
those typically used in wireless sensor networks applications. Therefore,
power management is an even more critical issue.
As a result, with the evolution and fusion of technologies fromWMSN and dis-
tributed smart camera. WESCN are emerging as useful and powerful systems [11].
The new wireless embedded camera prototypes concatenated the best features of
both systems. In order to have real-time performance, the embedded smart cam-
9eras must be able to perform on-board processing with a limited storage facility,
be able to make some subsequent intelligent decisions and then provide successful
transmission over the wireless link [12] using limited resources such as batteries.
Wireless networks, however, introduce new constraints of limited bandwidth,
computation, and power. Such camera based networks could easily be installed
in out-doors areas where there is a limited availability of power, where access is
difficult and it is inconvenient to modify the locations of the nodes or frequently
change the batteries [2].
However, this promising field raise research problems in the two fields that
must be addressed simultaneously. In the next section, an outline of the main
features and constraints that WESCN face are provided.
2.2 Core Features and Challenges of Wireless
Embedded Smart Cameras
With on-board image processing and analysis capabilities, cameras not only open
new possibilities but also raise new challenges. Some of the main characteristics
and requirements of WESCN are listed next.
• Resource Requirements.
The bottleneck of WECN mainly resides in the limited energy for each sens-
ing node to perform image sensing, data processing and communication for
a long period of time. Fundamental physical limits (Moore’s Law) dictate
that, as electronics become ever more efficient, communication will domi-
nate a node’s energy consumption [13]. For important events, images still
might be stream allowing operators to visually evaluate the situation [9].
10
The large amount of data generated by a vision sensor node is limited by
the energy consumption, which is proportional to their energy required for
data processing and data transmission over the wireless medium [7] [14].
• Local Processing.
On-board processing, hierarchical collaboration, and domain knowledge is
imperative to reduce image data to short descriptive vectors for objects or
events [8] . Attention must be paid to the hardware/software design strategy
to meet both processing and power requirements. The ideal system has to
reduce as much data as possible, as early as possible.
• Scalability.
The nature of WSCN allow us to use them in a spatially distributed man-
ner, this characteristic along with distributed processing strategies provided
scalability for the complexity of vision algorithms. [14].
• Real-time performance.
Many applications in WESCN require real-time data from the camera mote.
In other words, there are strict maximum delay boundaries that must be
achieve. Two main aspects play an important role in WESCN’s real-time
performance. The first is the time which the embedded camera takes to
process the information. Usually, the camera-mote needs to be capable of
performing complex image processing such as tracking, which needs a lot
of processing. High processing requirement is increased for an increased
image size [15] [16]. The embedded processor at the camera-mote dictates
the processing speed. Constrained by limited energy resources as well as
by allowable delays, most camera-motes have processors that support only
11
light-weight processing algorithms . Wireless embedded cameras need flex-
ible memory models to meet requirements such as scalable frame buffers to
cope with increasing image sensor resolutions. As the smart camera may
integrate different types of processors, the memory system should support
potentially complex processing pipeline and parallelism in order to meet
the applications real-time requirements. For single chip smart cameras, care
needs to be taken at design stage to conserve memory [17].
The other aspect that introduces delay to the system is the round trip-delay
between motes i.e. the time that takes to make a decision from the source
(camera) to the user (sink) and vice-versa. The latency introduced depends
on the maximum data rate given by the channel bandwidth which depends
on the networking standard employed [16].
• Precise Location and Orientation Information.
In distributed smart cameras, most of the image processing algorithms re-
quire information about the locations of the camera-nodes as well as infor-
mation about the cameras orientations. This information can be obtained
through a camera calibration process, which retrieves information on the
cameras’ intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.
• Distributed Algorithms.
Traditional multi-camera computer vision algorithms assume that the infor-
mation from all cameras is losslessly communicated to a central processor
that solves the problem. This assumption is unrealistic for emerging wire-
less smart camera networks. The distributed algorithms for WESCN not
only are well-suited to ad-hoc wireless networks, have no single point of fail-
ure, make fairer use of underyling communication links and computational
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resources, but also are more robust and scalable than centralized algorithms
[18] .
Two main approaches which are used for distributed algorithms are: con-
sensus and coordination algorithms [19, 20].
Many distributed estimation problems arising from visual sensor networks
can be viewed as special types of consensus problems. That is, all nodes
in the network should come to an agreement about global parameters de-
scribing the network, or objects moving in it, without communicating all
sensor data to a centralized location. For instance, all the cameras in the
network might need to agree on the estimated position of a central land-
mark. These techniques are attractive because require communications only
between neighbors and converge under mild network connectivity require-
ments. Unfortunately, these algorithms are designed for scalar, Euclidean
quantities [18] .
Distributed coordination aims at achieving collective group behavior through
local interaction, it can be seem as a token-passing system, where each node
maintains its own internal state and exchanges signals wit other nodes to
affect both its own state an that the other nodes. Coordination algorithms
in WESCN consider that the interaction among different cameras may be
dynamic due to unreliable communication, limited communication/sensing
range, and/or sensing with a limited field of view [19].
Radke in [18] presents an extensive overview of distributed algorithms that
solve computer vision problems in a distributed manner considering the
implementation on a visual sensor network and emphasize simple tracking
rather than the estimation of more subtle object/environment characteristics.
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In [19] Rinner et al. highlight the necessity to do more research, in order to
combined these approaches in to a unified algorithmic framework.
• Heterogeneity
The use of diverse kind of cameras with different resolutions, different com-
munications systems can be consider. We can used scalar systems to acti-
vated the camreas and saved power while the camera is not detecting an
object in its FoV.
• Privacy and Security
With the evolution of WESCN the deployment of cameras is no longer lim-
ited to public places. An example where cameras are installed in private
environments is assisted living [21, 22]; where WESCN are use to monitor
and study the behavior of elderly people; for instance, falls. In WECN poten-
tial security issues are often overlooked. The increasing amount of software
running on the cameras turns them into attractive targets for attackers. With
the smart camera based approach , only the camera itself remains as a point
of attack; consequently, the protection of camera devices and delivered data
is of critical importance [23].
Vision end-user applications requires high privacy and confidentiality; in-
board processing gives WESCN an advantage in terms on privacy and secu-
rity, but still many work have to be done in terms on security of the data
which is closely related to sensor networks. Thus, a wide range of mecha-
nism and protocols should be included in the design WESCN.
A more detailed discussion on the security and privacy issues can be found
in [24] and [3]
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• Service Orientation and User Interaction.
One factor that is usually forgotten is that these system are going to be used
by personal, which is not trained in cameras, then the system must be design
for targeted consumer applications.
As the field of human-computer interaction evolves to exploit smart cameras,
new problems of human-system and human-environment interaction will
arise. Some methods may find new applications as software add-ons for
digital cameras, cellular phones, and personal data assistants [25].
• Quality of service (QoS)
Quality of service is an overused term with multiple meanings and perspec-
tives from different research and technical communities. In WESNs, we can
view QoS from two perspectives: application specific and network. The
former refers to QoS parameters specific to the application, such as sensor
node measurement, deployment, and coverage and number of active sensor
nodes. The latter refers to how the supporting communication network can
meet application needs while efficiently using network resources such as
bandwidth and power consumption.
Traditional QoS mechanisms used in wired networks are not adequate for
WESCNs because of constraints such as resource limitations and dynamic
topology. Therefore, middleware should provide new mechanisms to main-
tain QoS over an extended period and even adjust itself when the required
QoS and the state of the application changes. Middleware should be de-
signed based on trade-offs among performance metrics such as network ca-
pacity or throughput, data delivery delay, and energy consumption [26].
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Figure 2.1: General architecture for wireless embedded smart cameras
Data-delivery includes snapshot-multimedia events that contains event trig-
gered observations obtained in short time period, also the variable channel
capacity might be bursty and affect QoS.
Significant research is still necessary to achieve the ultimate goal of having
available ubiquitous, adaptive, secure and autonomous camera networks.
2.3 Wireless Embedded Smart Architecture
Generally, the hardware of wireless smart cameras can be divided into three main
modules as is shown in figure 2.1 :
Data acquisition module .
Essentially composed of an image sensing device. However, other types of
data acquisition devices can be integrated in order to obtain supplementary
information about the scene or the environment.
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Data processing module .
The application-specic information processing (ASIP) is performed by this
module. The obtained results can be sent to an external host or network,
trigger an event, and/or be used for a feedback loop to control the data
acquisition module.
Communication interface module .
Connects the smart camera to the external world (host or network). [25]
2.3.1 Sensor Modules
The main component of the image capture unit or camera front end is essentially
a solid state image sensor. The image sensor is the eyes of the smart camera,
or any camera. Nowadays, there are mainly two solid state image sensors to
choose from, CCD and CMOS. The main technical parameters of an image sensor
include resolution, frame rate, scan type, light sensitivity, and noise level. The
advent of CMOS image sensors is arguably the most significant single factor that
has contributed to the popularity and proliferation of smart cameras across many
application areas. The main advantages of CMOS sensors, compared to CCD,
include smaller size, cheaper manufacturing cost, lower power consumption, the
ability to build a camera-on-a-chip, the ability to integrate intelligent processing
circuits onto the sensor chip, and significantly simplified camera system design.
The ability of integrating on-chip image processing logic and circuitry makes it
possible to create single-chip smart cameras or smart sensors. These very small
form factor cameras can be very useful where physical space or power consump-
tion is very restricted [17]. Moreover, the sensor module performs conversion to
to digital signals and basic image enhancement task such us contrast white bal-
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ance, etc. All those task and others can be usually be controlled [20]. Dynamic
range is still one of the key aspects where CMOS image sensors lag behind CCD.
Improvement in this area can lead to more low-cost smart cameras using CMOS
image sensors for machine vision, surveillance applications, etc. [17].
Additionally, to traditional image sensors; there are many special and usu-
ally more expensive sensor that can be used in WESCN such us thermal-imaging,
multi-spectral and neuromorphic or ”silicon-retina” . Finally, is important to men-
tion that a stand-alone unit can have more than on sensor attached to it [20].
2.3.2 Processing Module
Embedded image processors are the brains of the smart cameras. Nowadays,
embedded smart cameras use powerful embedded microprocessors running up
to 520 Mhz. A range of processors types can be used.
• General-purpose processor(GPP).
Also known as a embedded microprocessors, Examples are Intel Pentium,
Celeron, etc. They are relatively cheap and exible in use; however, they are
not ideal for real-time image processing tasks and the power consumption
is too high for most applications.
• Digital signal processors(DSP).
They generally provide higher performance for image processing algorithms.
However, they are ussually not fine-tuned for processing of this specific type.
• Media processors.
Media processors can be thought of as a special class of DSPs. They pro-
vide reasonable cost-effective and flexibility. They typically have a high-end
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DSP and VLSI architectures, married on-chip with some typical multimedia
peripherals such as video ports, networking support, and other fast data
ports. Examples are Trimedia (NXP), DXM64x (TI), Backfin(ADI) and BSP
(Equator).
• FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) with embedded processors
The FPGA has recently emerged as a very good hardware platform can-
didate for embedded vision systems such as smart cameras, especially in
academia and the research environment. One of the most important ad-
vantages of the FPGA is the ability to exploit the inherently parallel nature
of many vision algorithms. Many FPGA manufacturers embed micropro-
cessors into FPGA, making them more versatile and powerful. However,
FPGAs power consumption is relatively high, and even if design method-
ologies and development environments exist, FPGA-based solutions require
more development time and expertise than CPU-based solutions (DSP, mi-
crocontroller, etc.) [25]
• Image/vision processors.
The nature of the processing images where we can apply algorithms like
convolution which work in pixels or limited neighborhood of the current
pixels; give us and advantage to treat millions of pixels with identical treat-
ment. Some DSP cores, which present a dedicated architecture and some
particular hardware structures in order to optimize the execution of arith-
metical operations, like MAC (multiply-accumulate) and Single-instruction
multiple data (SIMD) units are used. An example of this approach is a
Xetal-II processor from NXP. [19].
• Hybrid processors/ System on Chip (SoC).
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Smart cameras deals with data communication and possible with control-
ling external devices. Thus a combination of processing cores for different
tasks seems highly suitable for embedded smart cameras. In terms of per-
formance and power consumption, application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) can be considered as being the ideal choice. Of course, develop-
ing a dedicated SoC (system on chip) for a given application allows to fully
exploit the silicon, implementing custom architectures can optimize power
consumption. However, the development costs for such devices can be pro-
hibitive, making this solution interesting only for consumer products (i.e., a
production volume of several thousand units).[25, 19]
Consequently, choosing and designing a processing module that consumes
low power depends on the application; additionally, the amount of avail-
able memory and the choice between fix-point and floating-point processors
posses a high importance.[20, 17]
When choosing embedded processors, the choice of an operating system and
the complexity of application along with mature development tools for the chip
have to be considered jointly. More details about this topic are consider in section
2.4
2.3.3 Communication Modules
In a wireless sensor network, the communication method varies depending on the
application either at the medical, industrial or scientific. One of the most widely
used communication protocols is the ZigBee protocol, which is a technology com-
posed of a set of specifications designed for wireless sensor networks. This system
is characterized by the conditional type of communication, its mean, which not
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require a high volume of information (just over a few kilobits per second) and
also have a limited walking distance.
ZigBee, also known as IEEE 802.15.4, can operate at three different frequency
bands. This protocol is divided into layers according to the OSI model, where
each layer has a specific function depending on the application of our network.
The physical layer and access control to the medium (MAC) are standardized by
the IEEE 802.15 (WPAN) which is a working group under the name of 802.15.4,
where higher layers are specified by ZigBee Alliance. Some characteristics of the
layers are given below:
Physical Layer ZigBee / IEEE 802.15.4. The IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer supports
unlicensed industrial, scientific and medical radio frequency bands includ-
ing 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz.
MAC Layer ZigBee / IEEE 802.15.4. At the MAC layer,there are 2 options to ac-
cess the medium: Beacon-based (based on orientation) and non-beacon (based
on non-guidance). In a non-oriented, there is no time for synchronization be-
tween ZigBee devices. The Devices can assess to the channel using (CSMA
/ CA).
Protocol to the network layer / IEEE 802.15.4. ZigBee got a multi-hop routing and
help the capabilities designed as an integral part of the system. This function
is implemented within the network layer. [27]
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2.4 Embedded Middleware for Embedded Smart
Cameras
Middelware is system-level software that resides between the applications and
the underlaying operating systems, network protocol stacks, and hardware. The
primary function is bridge the gap between application programs and the lower
level hardware and software infrastructure in order to make it easier and more
cost-effective to develop distributed systems[19].
Middleware implementations are usually extensive, they not only have to run
on different hardware platforms, support various communication channels and
protocols, but they also have to bridge applications running on different platforms
and possibly in different programming languages into a common distributed sys-
tem; exploiting such structure for conventional wireless sensor networks includes
TinyLIME, GSN (Global Sensor Network), ATAG (Abstract Task Graph), Cougar,
TinyDB, Mate, Milan, DsWare and SINA. Most of the middleware examples listed
before run on top of TinyOS. TinyOS is the de facto operating system for sensor
networks that run on motes. Written using the NesC language, TinyOS adopts a
component-based model to build sensor network applications in an event-driven
operating environment [26]. However, in specific application domains they usu-
ally are not so effective in providing efficient and optimized support to specific
tasks at communication, sensor and processing levels. [28]
The operating systems, along with its hardware drivers, concurrency mecha-
nisms, and communication channels, is the basis of each middleware.
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2.4.1 Operating Systems
Unlike traditional operating systems, operating systems for WESCN must tightly
integrate wireless connectivity. The use of operating systems (OS), especially em-
bedded and real-time OS, running on the embedded processors brings many ben-
efits to the development and run-time performance of embedded smart cameras.
These include support for memory management, networking, inter-process com-
munication, real-time computing, and high-level design languages such as C and
C++. Software development tool compatibility is an issue that should be con-
sidered when selecting an operating system for embedded smart camera develop-
ment.
2.5 State-of-the Art Wireless Embedded Smart
Cameras
The goal of this section is to present and describe some industry and research
issued wireless embedded smart cameras.
2.5.1 Classification of WESCN
In [1] Akyildis et al. provided a classification based on experimental research,
Commercial of-the-shelf platforms, such us Stargate/webcam, CMUcam3 and Imote,
Research prototype such us Mesheye, WiCA, Cyclops and capsule; and API exam-
ples are WiSNAP and AER.
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2.5.2 Examples of Wireless Embedded Smart Cameras
CMUcam3 The hardware platform consists of a color CMOS camera, a frame
buffer, a low cost 32-bit ARM7TDMI microcontroller, and an MMC mem-
ory card slot. The CMUcam3 also includes 4 servo ports, enabling one to
create entire, working robots using the CMUcam3 board as the only requi-
site robot processor. Custom C code can be developed using an optimized
GNU toolchain and executables can be flashed onto the board using a se-
rial port without external downloading hardware. The development plat-
form includes a virtual camera target allowing for rapid application develop-
ment exclusively on a PC. The software environment comes with numerous
open source example applications and libraries including JPEG compression,
frame differencing, color tracking, convolutions, histogramming, edge detec-
tion, servo control, connected component analysis, FAT file system support,
and a face detector.
CITRIC The wireless embedded smart camera platform employed in our experi-
ments is a CITRIC mote [29] . It consists of a camera board and a wireless
mote. The camera board is composed of a CMOS image sensor, a fixed-point
microprocessor, external memories and other supporting circuits. The cam-
era is capable of operating at 15 frames per second (fps) in VGA and lower
resolutions. The microprocessor PXA270 is a fixed-point processor with a
maximum speed of 624MHz and 256KB of internal SRAM. Besides the in-
ternal memory of the microprocessor, the PXA270 is connected to a 64MB
of SDRAM and 16MB of NOR FLASH. An embedded Linux system runs
on the camera board. Each camera board connects to a wireless mote via a
serial port.
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The wireless mote employed is a TelosB mote from Crossbow Technology.
The TelosB uses a Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller and Chipcon
CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radio [29]. The maximum data rate of the
TelosB is 250kbps.
A more detail analysis for different embedded camera platforms and its main
features are presented in [1, 16]
2.6 Applications of WECSN
WESCN have been traditionally used in surveillance and security applications,
while more novel applications arise in :
2.6.1 Intelligent Video Surveillance Systems (IVSS)
In video surveillance applications, typical tasks of smart cameras include motion
detection, intrusion detection, etc. Large scale of wireless smart camera can ex-
tend the ability of already existing approaches monitoring public places. The
system can detect and inform about an event, then record the event for previous
forensic applications. cited the paper that talked specifically aboout this
2.6.2 Industry Machine Vision
Industrial machine vision is probably the most mature application area for smart
cameras, where these cameras perform tasks such as bar code recognition, parts
inspection, surface inspection, fault detection, and objects counting and sorting.
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2.6.3 Intelligent Transportation Systems
Generally speaking, the application and algorithmic requirements for ITS are
quite similar to those of IVSS. These requirements can be quite different for au-
tomobile applications, however, where high-speed imaging and processing are
often needed, imposing higher level of demand on both hardware and software.
Increased robustness is also required for car mounted cameras to deal with vary-
ing weather conditions, speeds, road conditions, car vibrations. CMOS image
sensors can overcome problems like large intensity contrasts due to weather con-
ditions or road lights and further blooming, which is an inherent weakness of
existing CCD image sensors.
2.6.4 Automobile Applications
Intelligent vehicles will form an integral aspect of the next generation technology
of ITS. Smart camera-powered intelligent vehicles will have the comprehensive
capability of monitoring the vehicle environment including the drivers state and
attention inside of the vehicle as well as detecting roads and obstacles outside
the vehicle, so as to provide assistance to drivers and avoid accidents in emer-
gencies. However, building and integrating smart cameras into vehicles is not an
easy task: On one hand the algorithms require considerable computing power
to work reliably in real-time and under a wide range of lighting conditions. On
the other hand, the cost must be kept low, the package size must be small and
the power consumption must be low cited(). Applications of smart cameras in
intelligent vehicles include lane departure detection, cruise control, parking as-
sistance, blind-spot warning, driver fatigue detection, occupant classification and
identification, obstacle and pedestrian detection, intersection-collision warning,
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overtaking vehicle detection [17].
2.6.5 Personal and Health Care
Ubiquitous personal healthcare systems could help to monitor a patient’s status
and provide intrinsic and extrinsic information about their daily activities that
is needed to interpret the patients’ vital data and disease trends. In particular,
patients with a chronic condition, that are continuously at risk for a worsening
condition, would benefit from technology that can regularly provide useful in-
formation. Wireless Embedded Smart Cameras can be use to monitor and study
the behavior of elderly people; for instance, falls. The latter information can be
used to detect the causes and circumstances under which the event happened.
Smart camera networks [30, 31] can infer emergency situations and immediately
connect elderly patients with remote assistance services or with relatives.
2.6.6 Gaming
WESCN will find applications in the future prototypes that enhance the effect on
the game player. Such as virtual reality games that assimilate touch and sight
input, of user as part of the player response [3]
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Chapter 3
Energy Consumption and Latency
Analysis for Wireless Multimedia
Sensor Networks
3.1 Introduction
Energy and bandwidth are limited resources in wireless sensor networks. When
wireless vision sensors are used to capture and transfer image and video data,
the problems of limited energy and limited bandwidth become even more pro-
nounced, since the amount of data to be handled is much larger compared to
scalar sensors [15]. In addition, communication consumes significant energy. Fre-
quent transfer of large-size data requires more power and incurs more communi-
cation delay. In many systems, communication is 100 to 1000 times more expen-
sive in energy than computation [32] . Thus, our goal is to reduce the commu-
nication cost by decreasing the amount of message traffic. In many applications,
the interest is to detect composite and semantically higher-level events based on
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Figure 3.1: Heterogeneous Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network
information from multiple sensors. In existing multimedia sensor network se-
tups [1], each primitive event detected by multimedia nodes are sent to a sink,
most probably in a multi-hop manner. Accordingly, the sink or a control cen-
ter combines information from multiple sensors to make higher-level decisions.
In addition, local aggregation can be performed at aggregation points along the
path between multiple sensors and the sink. However, event superposition that
includes information from spatially distant sensors can only be performed at the
sink. In case these composite events are not required to the end user, this creates
highly redundant message traffic, consumes a lot of energy, and may overload
sink nodes. In addition to the sensor sensing the primitive event, sensors on the
multi-hop route also consume energy. Hence, our goal is to push the detection of
semantically high-level events within the network, and perform composite event
detection in a peer-to-peer (P2P) manner across the heterogeneous and embedded
sensors. Accordingly, message traffic, and thus the overall energy consumption
of the network will be significantly decreased.
In this chapter, we analyze three different operation scenarios for a hetero-
geneous sensor network consisting of scalar sensors (for motion detection) and
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embedded smart cameras 3.1 . In the first setup, a scalar sensor wakes up the
camera mote when it detects motion in the scene. Then, the camera captures a
frame, and then, transmits the whole image frame in a multi-hop manner to a
sink node. In the second setup, cameras perform local processing and send the
images to the sink only if a primitive event is detected. Finally, in the third setup,
cameras perform local processing, one camera communicates with another in a
P2P manner to detect a composite event, and only when the composite event is
detected, they transmit the interesting portion of a frame to the sink. All three
operation scenarios are described in detail in Section 3.2. We present a detailed
quantitative comparison of these scenarios in terms of the energy consumption
when the goal is detecting a composite and semantically high-level event. In ad-
dition to providing motivation for and emphasizing the importance of pushing
the high-level decision making to the sensor level, this analysis gives quantita-
tive results in terms of savings in energy. We also present a latency analysis for
these operation scenarios. The results highlight the need for efficient peer-to-peer
communication solutions for wireless smart camera(WMSNs). Using heteroge-
neous sensors provides energy savings by keeping the low-power scalar sensors
active for monitoring, and more power-consuming embedded smart cameras in
idle mode until scalar sensors detect an activity. In our testbed, we use CITRIC
motes [29] as our embedded smart cameras. A TelosB is attached to the camera
boards for wireless communication. The camera board runs with 4 AA batteries,
while the TelosB uses 2 AA batteries. We broadcast trigger messages from stand
alone TelosBs to emulate the waking up of the cameras by scalar sensors.
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3.2 Operation Scenarios for Event Detection
In this section, we describe three different operation scenarios for detecting a com-
posite and high-level event. We consider the event of interest to be a composite
event that can be detected by two vision sensors. Accordingly, the composite event
is detected if (1) a large vehicle is detected entering a facility through the entrance
watched by camera A, and then (2) the same vehicle is detected as parking in a
region defined in the view of camera B. It is assumed that cameras A and B have
partially overlapping fields of view. In all the operation scenarios, scalar sensors
are always active, and camera sensors are idle to save energy. If/when motion
is detected, a scalar sensor wakes up nearby camera sensors by broadcasting a
trigger message.
3.2.1 Scenario 1: No Local Processing
As mentioned previously, in most existing sensor network setups, individual sen-
sors transfer the captured data to a sink node and/or control center for further
processing. To analyze the cost attached to this type of operation, we implement
the first scenario, wherein camera sensors do not perform any local processing.
After receiving the broadcast image from a scalar sensor, the processor activates
the camera board and the sensor warms up. The camera captures a frame and
sends the complete image to a sink node ( Fig. 3.1 ) by multi-hop communication.
The captured image size is 320× 240 and it is transmitted in gray scale format
after JPEG compression. This scenario serves as a baseline for the following two
scenarios.
In this operation scenario, every time an object enters the facility or every time
motion is detected, the scalar sensor will wake up the camera, and the camera will
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transmit the whole frame to the sink node. It should be noted that even though
the interest is detecting large vehicles, this way of operation will cause an image
transfer every time motion is detected, since no local processing is performed.
3.2.2 Scenario 2: Low-level Detection
In this scenario, the embedded camera sensor not only captures images, but also
performs local processing. Specifically, it performs foreground detection, and
then computes the size of the detected object(s).
As stated above, the event of interest is to detect a large vehicle, which enters
a facility through the entrance watched by camera A, and then parks in a region
defined on the view of camera B. In this operation scenario, after the camera
wakes up, it performs background subtraction to detect the moving object, and
then computes its size. If the size of the detected foreground object is larger than
a threshold, the camera transmits only the portion of the image containing the
object. This way of operation provides savings in two different ways. First, event
messages are not transmitted every time motion is detected. Instead, cameras
transmit images only if the size of the detected object satisfies a certain criteria.
Second, the cameras only transmit the portion of the image containing the object,
instead of the whole frame. This scenario serves as the state-of-the-art in WMSNs.
3.2.3 Scenario 3: P2P Composite Event Detection
Cameras perform local processing in this mode as well. If a composite event is
defined as a sequence of primitive events across multiple camera views, the first
camera in this sequence transmits a message addressed to the next camera when
it detects the first primitive event.
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The event of interest described above can be defined as a sequence of two
primitive events. The first primitive event is detecting the entrance of a large vehi-
cle on the view of camera A. The second primitive event is detecting that vehicle
parked in the region specified in the view of camera B. When camera A detects
that a large vehicle entered into the scene, it transmits a message addressed to
camera B, instead of transmitting a portion of the image to a sink. Compared to
the second scenario, P2P composite event detection avoids redundant communi-
cation, since the application is not interested in every large vehicle entering the
facility. Instead, a higher-level composite event is of interest. If camera B detects
the second primitive event, only then an image portion will be transmitted to a
sink.
3.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of a detailed analysis of the energy con-
sumption and latency of the three operation scenarios described above.
3.3.1 Energy Consumption
We measure the energy consumption in each scenario during different parts of
the operation including warming up of the camera, processing a frame, and trans-
mitting data. We also measure the energy consumption of the forwarders in
multi-hop communication to obtain the overall energy consumption caused by
each scenario. For all the results presented below, the communication between a
camera sensor and the sink is performed in two hops.
Figure 3.2 shows the overall energy consumption of different operation sce-
narios. Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 in this figure are the operation scenarios described
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Figure 3.2: The overall energy consumption for different scenarios.
in Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 , respectively. In Scenario 1, the camera does
not perform local processing of the frame, but transmits the whole image frame
(320× 240) to the sink by two-hop communication. The total energy consump-
tion for this scenario including the energy consumption of the forwarding node
is 16.67 J.
Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of the energy consumption among different
components. Since no local processing is performed to make decisions, and the
whole frame is transferred to the sink, the image data transfer causes the largest
Figure 3.3: Scenario 1: The distribution of the consumed energy.
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Figure 3.4: Scenario 2-B: The distribution of the consumed energy in the second
operation scenario when only a portion of the image is transmitted.
energy consumption, i.e., 58.9 %.
In Scenario 2-A, the camera performs local processing to detect foreground
objects and to determine their sizes. Since the size of the detected object does not
satisfy the specified criteria, the camera does not transmit anything. The overall
energy consumption of the camera, including the energy consumption during
warming up, frame capturing, foreground detection and size check, is 6.1 J.
In Scenario 2-B, the size of the detected object satisfies the specified criteria,
and the camera sends only the portion of the image that contains the object to
the sink. The size of this image portion is 50× 50. As seen in Fig. 3.2 , the total
energy consumption for this scenario including the energy consumption of the
forwarding node is 8.19 J, which is significantly less compared to Scenario 1.
Figure 3.4 shows a distribution of the energy consumption among different
components. Compared to Fig. 3.3 , this way of operation provides a significant
decrease in the energy consumption caused by the image data transfer.
Fig. 3.5 (a) and 3.5 (b) show the operating currents of the camera board during
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2-B, respectively.
As can be seen, when local processing is performed, and the interesting por-
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Figure 3.5: Operating current of the camera board when transmitting (a) the
whole frame, (b) only the portion of the image containing the detected object.
tion of the image is extracted and transmitted, the amount of latency, and the en-
ergy consumption due to image data transfer decrease significantly. In Scenario
3, the camera again performs local processing to detect foreground objects and
to determine their sizes. If the size of an object satisfies the specified criteria, the
camera sends (in a single hop) a small-size packet to the second camera, which
is responsible for detecting the second part of a composite event. This packet
contains the label information of the tracked object. Since cameras have partially
overlapping fields of view, they can track objects with consistent labels, and can
determine if the same object is performing the primitive events in a composite
event scenario. The energy consumption of the camera caused by warming up,
frame capturing, frame processing and data transfer is 6.07 J.
Figure 3.6 shows the distribution of the energy consumption among different
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Figure 3.6: Scenario 3: The distribution of the consumed energy when the first
camera sends information about the object to the second camera.
components.
This analysis provides the motivation for pushing the semantically high-level
event detection and decision making to the sensor level by providing quantitative
results. It should be noted that the amount of the saved energy becomes much
more significant and apparent when we consider the actual composite events that
we are interested in. Consider the event of interest described above, where we
want to detect large vehicles entering a facility through the entrance watched
by camera A, and then parking in a region defined on the view of camera B.
Assume that during a day, 10 % of the objects (people, cars, trucks, bikes) entering
the facility are large vehicles. Also assume that only 10 % of the large vehicles
entering the facility actually park in the restricted region defined on the view of
camera B. Let N be the number of objects entering the facility. In Scenario 1, the
camera A will wake up, and transmit the complete image to the sink N times.
Thus, its energy consumption will be approximately N × 16.24 J. The forwarders
energy consumption will be N × 0.43 J.
In Scenario 2, camera A will wake up N times, but
N × 9
10
many times it will
not transmit anything, since the size of the object will not be large enough (as-
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suming the object detection and size check does not fail). It will transmit only
the portion of the image containing the object
N
10
times. The energy consumption
of camera A in this case will be approximately
6.1× N × 9
10
+
8.1× N
10
' 6.3× N.
In scenario 3, camera A will wake up N times, and will send a message packet
to camera B,
N
10
many times. Thus, the energy consumption of camera A will be
6.1× N × 9
10
+
6.06× N
10
' 6.09× N. Camera B will transmit an image only
N
10
times.
Thus compared to Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 provide 61.21 % and
62.5 % savings, respectively, in the energy consumption of camera A. In addition,
Scenario 1 involves an image transfer N times. In Scenario 2, an image portion is
transferred
N
10
times, and in scenario 3 an image portion is transferred only
N
100
times.
3.3.2 Latency
We also measured latency introduced during these different operation scenarios.
It should be noted that in all latency measurements, the measured time intervals
include the warming up time of the camera sensor, which is around 5 sec. For
the first scenario described in Section 3.2.1, we measured the time interval from
camera waking up to a sink node receiving the complete image. The distance
between the camera sensor and the sink node is 12 meters, and communication is
performed in two hops. The file size for the whole image is 9.5 kB. After camera
wakes up, it captures a frame, compresses it, and sends the whole frame to the
sink node. We performed this experiment five times, and took the average of all
measurements. The average time obtained is 11.85 sec.
For the second scenario described in Section 3.2.2 , we measured two different
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latencies. In the first case, camera wakes up, performs foreground object detection,
and determines the size of the detected object. If the size of the object is not large
enough, the camera does not transmit anything. We measured the time interval
between camera waking up and determining if the size of the object satisfies the
criteria. This was repeated five times. The average measured time interval is
5.36 sec. If the camera determines that the size of the detected object satisfies
the specified criteria, then it transmits only the portion of the frame containing
the object. For this case, we measured the time interval starting from camera
waking up, including processing of the frame, and ending when the sink receives
the transmitted portion of the image completely. Again, the distance between the
camera and the sink is 12 meters, and communication is performed in two hops.
The size of the image portion that is transmitted is 50× 50, and the file size is 1.8
kB. The average measured latency for this case is 6.24 sec.
In the third scenario described in Section 3.2.3 , camera A performs foreground
object detection, and determines the size of the detected object. If detected object
is large enough, camera A sends a message addressed to camera B containing the
label of the detected object. The average measured time from camera A waking
up to camera B receiving the message packet is 5.51 sec. Camera A and camera B
communicate in single-hop and the average measured latency for communication
between them is 0.33 sec.
Figure 3.7 shows the amount of time it takes to complete warming up, process-
ing and communication for all three scenarios.
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Figure 3.7: The latencies of different components of operation for different scenar-
ios.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of the
Accuracy-Latency-Energy Tradeoff for
Wireless Embedded Camera
Networks
4.1 Introduction
Wireless embedded smart cameras are stand-alone units that combine sensing,
processing and communication on a single embedded platform [1] . Wireless
embedded camera networks have promising applications in surveillance, traffic
analysis and wildlife monitoring. Unlike wired camera systems, these cameras
have very limited energy, processing power and memory.
Energy consumption and latency are two major concerns in wireless embed-
ded camera networks. Methods and systems have been presented in literature to
reduce energy consumption of the cameras, either for image transmission [33, 34],
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or object detection and tracking [35, 36, 37]. For object detection and tracking,
multi-tier camera sensor networks have been introduced to reduce energy con-
sumption. Kulkarni et al. [35] introduced SensEye, which is a two-tier camera
sensor network, compared the sensing reliability as well as the energy usage
with one-tier systems. Another two-tier system is presented in [36] , which em-
ploys cameras with different resolutions. Low resolution cameras continuously
determine position, range, and size of moving objects and trigger high resolu-
tion cameras. High resolution cameras perform the subsequent image processing.
This two-level structure is also used in [37] , wherein a probabilistic algorithm is
employed to reduce the sensing work of the lower level cameras. The aforemen-
tioned work focuses on two-tier structures and cameras with different resolutions.
Overlapping and non-overlapping camera setups are not addressed, and energy-
accuracy-latency tradeoffs are not analyzed.
Margi et al. [38] analyzed the energy consumption of each basic task in the
camera motes, such as processing, flash memory access, image acquisition and
communication. Ko et al. [39] empirically study a camera sensor node which
uses Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) to identify objects in the environ-
ment. They analyze the performance (classification accuracy, latency and energy
consumption) of SIFT for visual classification on a Blackfin DSP processor. The
simulation results are provided. In this chapter, we implement a multi-camera
tracking algorithm on actual embedded smart cameras. We provide a detailed
quantitative analysis of the accuracy-latency-energy tradeoff for overlapping and
non-overlapping camera setups when different-sized data packets are transferred
in a wireless manner.
A quick review of the embedded platform use is present in section 4.2 and a
more details of the embedded camera platform are described in Section 2.5. All
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the processing, including foreground detection and tracking, is performed on the
microprocessor of the camera boards.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the em-
bedded smart camera platform employed in our experiments. Section 4.3 gives
a detailed description of the camera configurations and scenarios considered to
analyze the energy consumption, latency and accuracy of the system. Section 4.4
briefly discusses the communication protocols in different configurations and the
experimental results are provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 The Embedded Smart Camera Platform
The wireless embedded smart camera platform employed in our experiments is
a CITRIC mote. It consists of a camera board and a wireless mote. The camera
board is composed of a CMOS image sensor, a microprocessor, external memo-
ries and other supporting circuits. The image array is capable of operating at up
to 30 fps in VGA and lower resolutions. The microprocessor PXA270 is a fixed-
point processor with a maximum speed of 624MHz and 256KB of internal SRAM.
An embedded Linux system runs on the camera board. The wireless mote em-
ployed is a TelosB mote. The TelosB uses an IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radio. The
maximum data rate of the TelosB is 250kbps.
To measure the energy consumption of the platform, a National Instruments
DAQ device is used. The voltage as well as the current of each mote is measured.
Since totally 8 channels are used in the DAQ device (4 voltages and 4 currents),
and the maximum total sampling rate of the device is 250K samples/s, the sam-
pling rate of each parameter is 31250 samples/s. For the purpose of measuring
communication delay, all the motes are connected to a PC using USB cables to
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record the communications among the motes and the time stamp of each packet.
4.3 Analysis of Energy Consumption, Latency and
Accuracy
We have used two different camera configurations (partially overlapping and non-
overlapping) and performed object tracking for different scenarios. Within these
scenarios, different amount of data is exchanged to perform a detailed quantita-
tive analysis of the accuracy-latency-energy consumption tradeoff. To this end,
the energy consumption, accuracy, and latency are measured when tracking one
or two objects with very similar or different colors. In the following, the camera
configurations and the deployed scenarios are described.
4.3.1 Camera Configurations
Two different camera configurations, i.e., partially overlapping and non-overlapping,
are used for the experiments as described below.
4.3.1.1 Partially Overlapping Cameras
For this setup, we installed four embedded smart cameras (CITRIC motes) with
partially overlapping fields of view as seen in Fig. 4.1. Since camera views are
overlapping, they only exchange the location information of objects, specifically
the x and y coordinates of the midpoint of the bottom line of the bounding boxes
around the objects (the red cross shown in Fig. 4.1 ).
Consistent labeling of objects is performed as follows:
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Figure 4.1: Camera configuration with four partially overlapping cameras.
i: The homography matrices are estimated between camera pairs. When a
new objects enters its view, a camera uses the field of view (FOV) lines to
determine which camera(s) can also see this object. We recover the FOV
lines off-line as described in [40].
ii: The camera transmits a message addressed to the camera(s) that has already
been tracking the object. This message contains the objects x and y coordi-
nates and its temporary label.
iii: The receiving camera uses the homography matrix to convert the received
point to its own coordinate system, and finds the object in its view that is
closest to this point. It sends a reply packet to the requesting camera, and
this packet includes the answer label and the received temporary label.
Figure 4.2 shows representative frames from an experiment with four overlap-
ping cameras. The remote-controlled car enters the scene in the view of Cam1,
and gets a new label 10. At time instant t = t1 , it enters the view of Cam2,
and Cam2 gives it a temporary label 0. Then Cam2 gets the correct label 10 from
Cam1 via location exchange. At time instant t = t2, it enters the view of Cam3,
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Figure 4.2: Representative frames from the setup with four overlapping camera
views.
and gets a temporary label 0. Then, Cam3 receives the correct label 10 from Cam2
via location exchange. Same steps happen after time instant t = t3.
4.3.1.2 Non-overlapping Cameras
In the second configuration, the camera views do not overlap, i.e. there is a spatial
discontinuity between cameras as shown in Fig. 4.3 . In this case, cameras cannot
perform consistent labeling by location exchange. Instead, larger amount of data
needs to be transmitted to consistently track objects across different camera views.
Even if the cameras are initially installed with overlapping views, potential cam-
era failures can cause non overlapping camera setups and blind regions. Thus,
analyzing this setup is important.
4.3.2 Tracking Scenarios
In the following, we describe several tracking scenarios that differ in terms of the
type and amount of data transferred between cameras.
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Figure 4.3: Camera configuration with two non-overlapping cameras.
4.3.2.1 Scenario I: Gray-level Histogram Exchange
In this scenario, gray-level histograms are transferred to match objects across non-
overlapping cameras. For the histograms, we use 32 bins and the Y channel of
the YUV color space. For a pixel, the value of the Y channel ranges between 0
and 255. The background subtraction and tracking algorithms running on the
camera boards detect moving objects, build their histograms and track them on a
cameras view. In order to detect the salient moving objects, we use the algorithm
we presented in [41] . The details of the tracking algorithm can be found in [42] .
In Fig. 4.3 , after an objects leaves the view of Camera 1, this camera saves
the objects histogram in memory. When a new objects enters into the view of
Camera 3, this camera gives a temporary label 0 to this object, and transmits
the objects gray-level histogram. The receiving camera (Camera 1) calculates the
Bhattacharyya coefficient [43] between the received histogram and its saved his-
tograms to find the best match. When the match score is larger than a predefined
threshold, Camera 1 sends a reply packet that includes the label of the matched
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Figure 4.4: Representative frames from a two non-overlapping camera setup.
object. Camera 3 then assigns the received label to the object with the temporary
label. The Bhattacharyya coefficient is derived from the sample data by using:
ρˆ ≡ ρ[pˆ(y), qˆ] =
m
∑
u=1
√
Pˆu(y)qˆu, (4.1)
where qˆ = {qˆu}u=1...m and pˆ(y) = {pˆu(y)}u=1...m are the probabilities estimated
from the m-bin histogram of the model in the tracker and the candidate blobs,
respectively.
In our system, cameras can save 10 object histograms in their memory. Under
Scenario I, we analyzed the energy consumption and latency when tracking one
and two objects. We also analyzed the accuracy when tracking two objects with
similar brightness levels and two objects with different brightness levels. Results
are discussed in Section 4.5.
Figure 4.4 shows representative frames from an experiment with two non-
overlapping cameras. Two remote-controlled cars are tracked in the view of Cam
1 first. Then, the car with label 11 leaves the view of Cam1, and after going
through the blind region in between, it enters the view of Cam3. It first gets a
temporary label 0. Cam3 sends the cars gray-level histogram, and Cam1 sends
the correct label 11 back.
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4.3.2.2 Scenario II: Color Histogram Exchange
In this scenario, each camera builds color histograms of the moving objects. In-
formation from additional channels helps especially when tracking objects with
similar brightness levels. For each channel (Y, U and V) the range of values is
divided into 32 bins. This creates a 323 dimensional array, and this generated his-
togram is usually sparse, which means that there are not too many nonzero values
in the array. To decrease the memory requirement, the amount of the transmitted
data and the energy consumption of the embedded smart cameras, we compress
the color histogram before saving it and/or transmitting it over wireless channel.
Only the nonzero values and the indices of the nonzero values in this array are
transmitted.
We analyzed the energy consumption, accuracy and latency when tracking
one or two objects, and when tracking objects with very similar or with differ-
ent colors. As will be discussed in Section 4.5, there is a tradeoff between the
amount of data transmitted and the energy consumption as well as the latency in-
troduced. Also, when the amount of transmitted data increases, which means that
richer image descriptors are transmitted across the cameras, the accuracy of con-
sistent tracking also increases. However, the energy consumption also increases
significantly.
4.4 Communication Protocol
In the overlapping camera setup, when a new object enters into a cameras view,
this camera transmits a message addressed to the camera(s) that has already been
tracking the object. This message contains the objects x and y coordinates and
its temporary label. The receiving camera sends a reply packet to the requesting
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camera, and this packet includes the answer label and the received temporary
label. The payload of the request and reply packets are 4 and 2 bytes, respectively.
In Scenario I of the non-overlapping configuration, gray-level histograms are sent.
The message packet contains 32-byte histogram information and the temporary
label of the object. Thus, the total payload is 33 bytes. In Scenario II of the
non-overlapping configuration, compressed color histograms are transmitted and
the size of the packet varies according to the number of nonzero entries in the
histogram. Thus, it depends on the detected object. The TelosB allows sending
114 bytes of payload. Thus, the compressed histogram is divided into multiple
packets. Moreover, only char type data can be sent through this packet structure.
However, the indices of the nonzero entries in the 323 dimensional array can have
large values. Thus, the index information is divided into three different bytes.
As a result, for each nonzero value in the array, 4 bytes of information is sent
resulting in a total packet size of 4× N bytes, where N is the number of nonzero
entries in the histogram.
4.5 Experimental Results
In our experiments, we started with a 4-camera setup shown in Fig. 4.1, where
cameras have partially overlapping fields of view. Objects enter the scene through
the first cameras view, and are tracked across Cameras 1 through 4. We then
studied the non-overlapping setup shown in Fig. 4.3 assuming that Cameras 2 and
4 have failed. Objects are tracked across Camera 1 and 3. We analyzed the energy
consumption, latency and accuracy of the system when tracking objects across
different camera views. We repeated every experiment for every scenario 10 times
and present the average value of the obtained results. This study provides a
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Figure 4.5: Energy consumption for the 4-camera overlapping and 2-camera non-
overlapping setups for different types of data transfer.
quantitative analysis of the accuracy-latency-energy tradeoff.
4.5.1 Energy Consumption
In Figure 4.5, the resulting energy consumption is shown for each camera during
a time window that starts when a target object enters the cameras view and ends
when the object leaves the cameras view. This amount includes the energy con-
sumed during message exchanges. We also looked at cases when there were one
or two objects in the scene.
In Figure 4.5, the total energy consumption for all the cameras in the system
can also be seen for overlapping and non-overlapping setups. The results show
that deploying four overlapping cameras and communicating less data provides
23.56 % savings in energy consumption compared to using two non-overlapping
cameras and exchanging compressed color histograms. The total energy con-
sumption of Scenario I when tracking one object is 20.75 % less than the 4-camera
setup. However, as will be discussed in Section 4.5.4, it results in 15.8 % lower
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Figure 4.6: Average power per camera.
accuracy/reliability.
4.5.2 Average Power
In addition to energy consumption, we measured the average power consumption
of the cameras for the camera configurations and scenarios described in Section
4.5.1. Figure 4.6 7 shows the obtained values.
4.5.3 Latency
We measured the latency from the time a camera detects a new object until the
time it receives the answer label from another camera and assigns the received
label to the newly detected object. Figure 4.7 shows the measured latency values
for different scenarios. As can be seen, sending larger-sized packets introduces
longer delays.
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Figure 4.7: Latency for different setups and sized packets .
4.5.4 Reliability
We measured the accuracy of tracking objects consistently across different cam-
eras for overlapping and non-overlapping configurations. The results are dis-
played in Fig. 4.8. As seen in this figure, when using cameras with overlapping
fields of view, the reliability is very high for uncrowded scenes. Since only loca-
tion data is exchanged, the reliability will decrease for densely crowded scenes.
Also, the reliability of using only gray-level histogram for non-overlapping cam-
eras decreases especially when there are multiple objects in the scene with similar
brightness values. Using all three channels increases the accuracy with the cost of
higher delays and higher energy consumption.
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Figure 4.8: Accuracy of correctly labeling an object across different camera views
for the 4-camera overlapping and 2-camera non-overlapping setups.
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Chapter 5
Fall Detection for Eldercare:
Motivation and Preliminary work
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the motivation for, and describe the design and im-
plementation of a wireless embedded smart camera application, namely fall de-
tection for eldercare. This approach is part of a novel suite of applications being
developed to address healthcare-related problems.
Ubiquitous personal healthcare systems could help to monitor a patient’s sta-
tus (vital functions) and provide intrinsic and extrinsic information about their
daily activities that is needed to interpret the patients’ vital data and disease
trends. In particular, patients with a chronic condition, that are continuously at
risk for a worsening condition, would benefit from technology that can regularly
provide coaching support and objective feedback to healthcare providers. By us-
ing such personal monitoring solutions, health risk could be reduced and the
patient’s comfort increased.
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The fact that western societies are aging rapidly in the last decades, has re-
sulted in the necessity of systems that will be able to monitor vulnerable persons,
always respecting their privacy. Among the elders, falls and their consequences
are among the very major problems. Age UK, which offers products and services
that are designed to help the Aged, states that up to one in three people aged 65
and over fall each year [44]. The costs of managing falls by the National Health
Service (UK) have increased from £1.5 billion in 2003 [45] to £1.7 billion in 2010
[44]. Detecting falls to get immediate help reduces the risk of hospitalization by
26% and death by more than 80% [21]. The U.S. Department of Health & Human
Services reports that in 2000, the total direct cost of all fall injuries for people
65 and older exceeded $19 billion. The financial toll for older adult falls is ex-
pected to increase as the population ages, and may reach $54.9 billion by 2020
[46] . Thus, different studies [30, 47, 48] highlight a evidences regarding falls that
may be useful to researchers in the field.
Networks of wearable sensors, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, EKG, pulse
oximeters[49, 50, 51], and camera [30, 31] sensors can infer emergency situations
and immediately connect elderly patients with remote assistance services or rel-
atives. Telemedicine sensor networks can be integrated with third generation
multimedia networks to provided ubiquitous healthcare services. Patients will
carry medical sensors to monitor parameters such us body temperature, blood
pressure, pulse oximetry, EKG, and breathing activity. Moreover, remote medical
centers will perform advance remote monitoring of their patients via audio and
video sensors, location and activity sensors, which can also be embedded in wrist
devices or the so-called smart “ Band-Aids ”. [1].
In order to monitor and gather useful information, a wireless smart camera-
based approach is proposed. A wireless embedded smart camera can be used to
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monitor and study the behavior of elderly people, and detect falls. A camera can
also observe the circumstances under which the event happened.
5.2 Related Work
A lot of effort has been invested in developing state-of-the-art technology for
detecting falls of elder patients. Detail information of this topic is presented in
[52]. More successful approaches use either accelerometers, gyroscopes, RFID
sensors and vision systems or a combination of them. [30, 31, 53, 54, 27, 55, 56].
However, they are seldomly evaluated with real users and real-world deployment
[57, 58, 59].
There have not been in-depth clinical studies of the feasibility of wireless vi-
sion monitoring systems for elderly patients, yet there are a few notable excep-
tions. The most notable approach is the University of Missouri and its program
called “TigerPlace” [60]. They used calibrated features acquired from background
subtraction results (silhouettes) of multiple calibrated cameras, along with the 3D
voxel object formed from the intersection of those multiple silhouettes in a volume
space [61].
Diraco et al. [30] present a method for fall detection in 3D range image that
combines information about the 3D position of the centroid of the people with the
detection of inactivity. This approach starts with a calibration procedure which
searches for different planes in the scene selecting the one that accomplishes the
floor plane constraints. Subsequently, the moving regions are detected in real-
time by applying a Bayesian segmentation to the whole 3D points cloud. The
distance of the 3D human centroid from the floor plane is evaluated by using the
previously defined calibration parameters and the corresponding trend is used as
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feature in a thresholding-based clustering for fall detection.
Grassi et al. [54] propose a multi-sensor system, where two kinds of devices
are used: a MEMS wearable wireless accelerometer with on-board fall detection
algorithms and a 3D Time-of-Flight camera. An embedded computing system
receives the possible fall alarm data from the two sub-sensory systems and their
associated level of confidence. Texeira et al. [55] also utilize a multi-sensor sys-
tem(accelerometer + static camera ). They use a distance measure between signals
comprised of timestamps of gait landmarks, and utilize it to identify each tracked
person from the video by pairing them with a wearable accelerometer node. A
detailed review about characteristics of fall and vision-based approaches can be
found in [62].
Few approaches have been propose related to embedded cameras. Culurciello
et al. [63] present an address-event vision system. They use an asynchronous tem-
poral contrast vision sensor which features sub millisecond temporal resolution.
A lightweight algorithm computes an instantaneous motion vector and reports
fall events. They claim to protect the patient’s privacy since the address event
imager takes no image snapshot. Williams et. al. [64], proposed a distributed net-
work of smart cameras using Cyclops cameras running on the Crossbow MICAz
platform which uses a decentralized procedure for computing inter-image homo-
graphies that allows the location of a fall to be reported in 2D world coordinates
by calibrating only one camera. Other methods [31, 65] use distributed algorithms
in embedded smart cameras to recognized human posture; for instance, falls.
Among the literature we can distinguish two main approaches. They use either
embedded or centralized systems to process the image data and extract useful
information to detect falls. All the methods described above are static camera-
based and people are being watched. To the best of our knowledge no previous
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work has been reported to detect falls using wearable cameras, which represent a
novelty of our approach.
5.3 Our Approach
Cameras can provided useful information about surroundings, and also possible
cause of falls. However one major issue that needs to be addresses when using
cameras is the privacy. Elder people want to preserve their privacy during their
daily activities. Each individual should be able to have control of information
about him- or her-self [66]. A detailed analysis of application of smart cameras
in assisting living is presented in [21], where the problem of privacy in this field
is explain in detail. In this chapter, we present a method to detect falls using
wearable wireless embedded smart cameras. The proposed method is suitable to
be deployed in ubiquitous healthcare, since it does not require camera calibration,
training or previous information about the environment. In our approach, the
privacy issue is addressed in four different ways: (i) the data is transmitted only
when a fall occurs, (ii) in the event of a fall, the images could be saved locally, and
only a message could be transferred; (iii) the images are of the surroundings of
people and not of the people themselves, since the cameras are worn by them. In
other words, they are not being watched; (iv) people can.
An advantage of using cameras over approaches using accelerometers and
gyroscopes [67, 68, 56] is that images can be saved for later analysis. On the
other hand, static distributed smart cameras just cover limited field-of-view(s).
Wearable cameras move with people and cover unlimited areas, including places,
such as attics, basements, back-front yards or even public places where usually
traditional systems for fall detection are not usually located and have conditions
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Figure 5.1: Overview
that increase the probability of falling.
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to detect falls of elderly people
by using wearable embedded smart cameras. There are many challenges that
need to be addressed. One major challenge is that the camera is mobile, and the
background changes continuously. Also, the processing power and memory are
limited resources.
Our proposed approach uses wireless embedded smart cameras which are
constrained in terms of battery-power, processing capability, memory and achiev-
able data rate [1]. The main objective is to capture the surroundings of the user,
and then analyze it to determine abrupt changes, such as falls. Figure 5.1 shows
an overview of our system.
With rapid improvement and miniaturization in hardware, a single embedded
device can be equipped with an image sensor, processing unit and communication
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(a) Wearable Cameras
(b) CITRIC Camera
use as a prototype
Figure 5.2: Examples of wearable cameras
unit. Some of the actual devices that have embedded cameras are shown in figure
5.2(a) and the CITRIC platform [29] used to test our algorithm is shown in figure
5.2(b).
5.4 Preliminary Work: Comparison of different
approaches for change detection
In this chapter we develop a fall detection system using image features, such as
edges. The final goal is to implement the algorithm into a wireless embedded
camera. In order to develop a fall detection algorithm, we used Matlab because it
provides tools for a rapid development and implementation of vision algorithms.
We use three different approaches: Hough Transform, Optical Flow, and Cross-
correlation. All the previous methods have a common first step which is Edge
Detection. Edge detection is a mature technique and is relatively easy to carry
out. We decided to implement a Sobel filter to obtain the edges directly into
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a embedded camera(CITRIC platform), the results are saved and then feed into
Matlab to implement the algorithms mentioned above
5.4.1 Edge Detection
On the embedded camera (CITRIC platform), edge detection is performed using
Sobel filter. Sobel Operator is a differential operator computing an approximation
of the gradient of the image intensity. It is very fast to apply since only a small
window (3× 3 kernel) is convolved with the whole image. The thresholded square
root of th absolute values in x and y derivatives are used as features [69, 70].
Sedge(x, y) = (
√
Gx +Gx) (5.1)
where:
Gx(x, y) =
∂I
∂x
≈ sobelx ∗ I,Gy(x, y) =
∂I
∂y
≈ sobely ∗ I (5.2)
Gx(x, y) =


−1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1


∗ I and Gy(x, y) =


−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
+1 +2 +1


∗ I (5.3)
G(x, y) is the sobel operator and denote convolution with the x and y compo-
nents of the Sobel Kernel, one for horizontal changes, and one for vertical.
In other words, Sedge(x, y) calculates the gradient magnitude of the image
intensity at each point and it is an image which contains the abrupt changes from
dark to light (edges). Gx and Gy are two images which at each point contain the
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Figure 5.3: Temporal Differencing
horizontal and vertical derivative approximations.
The algorithm presented above was implemented in an actual embedded cam-
era, then the images which contain the edges are saved and transmitted to the PC
where we process them using Matlab.
5.4.2 Hough Transform
The first step towards apply a hough transform is to obtain the temporal differ-
encing between the actual and previous image. Figure 5.3 shows the temporal
differencing between two consecutive frames. The approach that we used to de-
tect abrupt changes in the scene uses Hough transform to detect lines with high
scores and then track them in a spatial and temporal manner. However, the line
detection is not temporal coherent. In other words, the detection of the same edge-
line and the probability of matching them in the next frame is very low due to
variations in brightness. Figure 5.4 shows the lines obtained using Hough trans-
form; lines in red and green represent the actual and previous frame respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Hough Transform. Lines previous and actual frame
5.4.3 Optical Flow
One way of detecting motion is by using optical flow. Motion detection works on
the basis of frame differencing. This can be described as the simple subtraction
of images acquired at different instants in time which makes motion detection
possible.
Figure 5.5 presents an average of the magnitude and direction of the vectors
obtained with the optical flow (Lucas-Kanade Method). This approach gives a
sense of the direction and the velocity of the estimated motion. In a normal
situation (not falling) consecutive frames keeps approximately the same direction
and the magnitude of the velocity has small variations.
However, optical flow changes dramatically in highly textured regions, around
moving boundaries, at depth discontinuities, etc. Resulting errors propagate
across the entire optical flow solution.
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Figure 5.5: Average Optical Flow
5.4.4 Cross-correlation
Cross-correlation provides a good reference as to whether scene has changed by
using two consecutive frames. However this approach is computationally too
expensive for real-time applications using resource-constrained devices. The cross
correlation between these two frames is computed and the result is shown in
figure 5.6.
5.4.4.1 Maximum Normalized Cross-correlation Ratio
In order to reduce the dependencies on empirical thresholds, we calculate the
normalized cross-correlation and display it as a surface plot. The peak of the cross-
correlation matrix occurs where the two consecutive frames are best correlated.
The normalized cross correlation plot shows that when the value exceeds the
set threshold, the target is identified. The literature in this field is extensive;
especially, in medical image analysis. The researchers in this field concluded that
a good match occurs when the maximum peak is above 0.7.
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Figure 5.6: Cross correlation between actual and previous frame
We use normalized cross correlation for detecting targeted events (falls) in a
frame sequence. We implement the algorithm as follows:
• First we reduce the size of the image being test in order to ensure that the
cross correlation is computed over a lesser area thereby saving computation
time. During this process the borders of the image are continuously chang-
ing if the camera is moving. Thus, it is enough to compare the reduced
centered image in this case (300× 220)
• After this, we detect the target event based on the ratio between the global
maximum correlation value and the surrounding local peaks.
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The algorithm localizes the coordinates of the global maxima, then takes a grid
of 3× 3 surrounded the global maxima and looks for the local maximas at each
grid’s location. The ratio between the global and average local maxima is taken as
a normalized ratio which highlight the targeted event (fall). Figure 5.7 shows the
normalized ratio from a scenario where a person walks normally and then falls,
simulating an emergency. Additionally, we consider another approach which can
help to determine a targeted event. In this approach we plot the magnitude of
the ratio vs x and y coordinates, as is shown in figure 5.8. We clearly distinguish
that normalized ratios at each frame, which are similar to the previous, posses a
global maxima which falls in a centered region and has similar amplitude. In the
other hand consecutive frames which are not similar and could represent a fall
are out of this centered region. Also, the amplitude is smaller than frames with
hight similarity ratio.
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Figure 5.7: Normalized ratio maximum cross-correlation peak
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5.5 Results
In this section we present the results of the optical flow, cross-correlation, and
the ratio of normalized cross-correlation approaches described above. We imple-
mented the algorithms in Matlab and tested them with frame sequences obtained
from the citric platform.
5.5.1 Cross-correlation and optical flow
We evaluated various scenarios and motion sequences using healthy individuals
which walk and simulate falls. The embedded smart camera was mounted in the
arm as is shown in figure 5.2(b).
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Figure 5.9: Moving to the Left
In this experiment the movement sequence is: 1) a person walks normally to
the left; 2) a person walks normally to the right; 3) a person falls forward. Figure
5.9 shows the cross correlation and the average optical flow of two consecutive
frames where the person is walking normally to the left. Figure 5.10 shows the
cross correlation and the average optical flow of two consecutive frames moving
to the right. The figures above shows that the magnitude of the average vector
does not vary between consecutive frames and its direction keeps to the left or
right as expected. Figure 5.11 shows two consecutive frames when the person
is falling. Notice that when the person is walking normally to the left or right,
the peak of the cross-correlation is centered and above a certain threshold; on the
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Figure 5.10: Moving to the Right
other hand as is shown in figure 5.11 (a) and (c) when the person is falling the
cross-correlation does not have a clear global maxima and the peaks are spread in
the whole image.
We implemented the cross-correlation in the embedded camera. The problem
with this approach is computationally too expensive. It takes approximately 19
seconds to process one frame.
5.5.2 Normalized Cross-correlation ratio
Experimental results of the normalized cross-correlation ratio are presented here.
The moving sequences are similar to the previous results, but also more complex
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Figure 5.11: Falling
scenarios, such as walking up or down stairs are presented.
Figure 5.12 shows a sequence where a person: 1) walks normally, 2) falls to
his/her side and 3) stands up. Fig. 5.13 presents a situation where a person: 1)
walks around a chair and 2) sits in a normal manner. In these two sequences
we can notice that the peaks of the normalized ratio clearly overpass a threshold
which represent a fall. The algorithm does not distinguish between a person
falling and standing up because the surrounding conditions are the same and
depend how fast the person recovers from a fall. But, a fall and a normal situation,
such as a slowly sitting down, can be clearly distinguish.
Fig. 5.14 presents a situation where a person walks down stairs. This particular
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Figure 5.12: Sequence walking-falling
situation is very difficult for the algorithm because in this particular place the
walls usually are very close and the algorithm cannot distinguish the edges as
clearly. Additionally, these places do not have good illumination.
In this chapter, we tested different approaches to detect falls, but the implemen-
tation in a wireless embedded camera it is very difficult due to their complexity.
Consequently, a novel approach must be develop which takes in consideration
the limited resources of the embedded camera. This approach is properly inves-
tigated in chapter 6. Also, a novel algorithm is proposed and implemented in an
actual wireless embedded camera.
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Chapter 6
Lightweight Fall Detection Algorithm
for Wireless Embedded Smart
Cameras
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present our method for computing derivatives needed to esti-
mate the user’s movement and detect abnormal activity, such as falls. As previ-
ously stated, we need to compute the spatial derivatives of an image Im×n at time
n and the temporal derivative between time t and t+ δt. The difference now is
that we are going to use both gradients separately, obtain a temporal derivative
for each, and use this as a feature. The diagram of our approach is presented in
Fig. 6.1.
First, the gradients in the horizontal and vertical direction are calculated for
frames n and n − 1. Then, the temporal difference between the gradient image
is computed. Then, we apply a of moving sum approach to highlight vertical
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Figure 6.1: Flow Algorithm
and horizontal edges. The result is saved in a vector which is a waveform that
represent the edges at time n and n− 1. If the edges in the previous and in the
current frame look similar, then the area under this waveform will be small. The
final decision is based on a threshold that is obtained empirically.
6.1.1 Moving sum approach
We compute the gradient of the Y-channel brightness in the horizontal and vertical
directions, and form a 2D vector.[71] . We use this information to obtain the
horizontal and vertical edges, then we obtain a temporal derivative between them,
denoted T diff. Now, we have to determine how different the current frame is
compare from the previous frame, knowing that the pixels which do not overlap
contain +1 or −1 values . To tackle this problem we use a moving sum approach
for its good statistical performance. It uses a sliding window of size (m, h) and
(h, n) for the vertical and horizontal edges respectively.
A moving sum function, like a moving average, is used to smooth the effects of
fluctuations and highlight longer-term trends or cycles. Mathematically, a moving
sum is a type of convolution and so it can be viewed as an example of a low-pass
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(a) Moving Sum Vertical
(b) Moving Sum Horizontal
Figure 6.2: Moving Sum approach
filter. Statistically, the moving average is optimal for recovering the underlying
trend of the time series when the fluctuations about the trend are normally dis-
tributed [72]. In this approach we use a rectangular window also known as a
Dirichlet window. It takes a chunk of the signal without any other modification,
which leads to discontinuities at the endpoints. An advantage of using a moving
sum approach is that they are also building blocks from which other filters can be
constructed [73, 74].
A moving sum calculation creates a vector sum; such, that each element is
the sum of the elements in the window of an input T diff. Figure 6.3(a) shows
the temporal derivative where the negative and positive values are represented in
blue and red, respectively. Four sections are highlighted, regions 1 and 2 contain
vertical edges, region 3 contains sparse edges and region 4 shows vertically super-
imposed edges . Figure 6.3(b) shows the four sections described above, where the
edges corresponding to the previous frame are in the negative side of the y axis
and the edges of the current frame in the positive side.
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Notice that, edges which are vertically superimposed are clearly visible in re-
gion 4, meaning they can be detected and regardless their position they highlight
the trend of the edges’ motion. Sparse edges are detected as well in region 3,
which represent an advantage in difficult scenes, where no strong vertical or hor-
izontal edges are detected. If we assume that the edges from the previous frame
are similar to the current edges, the area under this curve will be a low value
compared to a frames where a falls occurs. This algorithm is computationally
inexpensive and provides useful match estimates. The size of the window was
chosen empirically. The size of the window used for the results is 10. It is large
enough to capture the regions with physical motion and still computationally
inexpensive.
Let h denoted the window size used in moving sum. The moving sum along
the x and y axes is computed as follows:
SX1×m−h =
m
∑
j=1
h
∑
k=1
T di f f X(j, i + k) (6.1)
SY1×n−h =
n
∑
i=1
h
∑
k=1
T di f fY(j + k, i) (6.2)
Figure 6.4 shows results for different window sizes. We tried reducing the
window size and making the step size two columns. Smaller window size works
well when the camera does not have an inclination. If the camera has an inclina-
tion or the temporal derivative has sparse edges, best results are obtained with
a higher window size (eg. 10). Fig. 6.5(a) shows a frame where the inclination
of the camera is notable; however our approach proves to be effective since the
total area under the curve is a low value. Fig. 6.5(b) shows the moving sum for a
difficult scene wherein there are many sparse edges.
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Figure 6.3: Moving Sum approach
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Figure 6.4: 1D representation of summation vector
After the area is computed, thresholding is apply to determine whether a fall
has occurred. We use the following two rules:
• If either the area for the x or y are higher than a threshold a warningmessage
is generated .
• If the area for the x and y is greater than a threshold 3 times in the same
frame range an alarm message is generated
The values for the thresholds were obtained empirically, based on many many
experiments where for a simulated fall the average of peaks above the threshold
is 3.
6.1.2 Pseudo-code
Pseudo-code of our propose method is presented in algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Fall Detection
1. loop
2. I = Grab frame (YUV,m× n) {color apace, size of the image}
3. if First frame then
4. Initialization
5. else
6. Convolve Y channel with Sobel operators
7. Gx(n)m×n = Ym×n ∗ sobelx3×3
8. Gy(n)m×n = Ym×n ∗ sobely3×3
9. Thresholding
10. Gx(n)m×n = (Gx(n) > Threshold)
11. Gy(n)m×n = (Gy(n) > Threshold)
12. Temporal Differencing
13. T di f f Xm×n = Gx(n)−Gx(n− 1)
14. T di f fYm×n = Gy(n)−Gy(n− 1)
15. Compute a vector which contains the moving sum.
16. where: h is the size of the window.
17. for i = 1 to n− h do
18. SX(i) = ∑mj=1 ∑
h
k=1 T di f f X(j, i + k) {Highlight vertical edges}
19. end for
20. for j = 1 to m− h do
21. sumY(j) = ∑ni=1 ∑
h
k=1 tmp di f f X(j + k, i) {Highlight horizontal edges}
22. end for
23. Calculate the area
24. area x = ∑n−hi=1 vect sumX(i)
25. area y = ∑m−hi=1 vect sumY(i)
26. Detect falls using thresholding
27. if area x > Thresholdvertical and area y > Thresholdhorizontal then
28. For more than 2 times in a frame range −→ ALARM FALLING
29. otherwise −→ warning
30. else
31. Normal Behavior
32. end if
33. end if
34. end loop
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Figure 6.5: 1D representation of summation vector
6.2 Experimental Results
6.2.1 Camera Setup
We implemented the algorithm on a CITRIC mote, which is a wireless embedded
smart camera. It consists of a camera board and a wireless mote. The camera
board is composed of a CMOS image sensor, a microprocessor, external memo-
ries and other supporting circuits. The image array is capable of operating at up
to 30 fps in VGA and lower resolutions. The microprocessor PXA270 is a fixed-
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point processor with a maximum speed of 624MHz and 256KB of internal SRAM.
An embedded Linux system runs on the camera board. The wireless mote em-
ployed is a TelosB mote. The TelosB uses an IEEE 802.15.4-compliant radio. The
maximum data rate of the TelosB is 250kbps [29].
The camera was strapped on the arm (as shown in figure 5.2(b)) of a healthy
person to test the system functionalities. Data was collected in a text file an then
transfer via serial port for post processing. We experiment with different fall sce-
narios. The algorithm is completely implemented in the wireless embedded smart
camera, the post processing using the text file is for debugging and visualization
purposes.
6.2.2 Data Collection and Fall Activity Monitoring
Yu et al. [62], established that elderly people and patients are threatened mainly
by three scenarios of fall occurrences: fall from sleeping (bed); fall from sitting
(chair); fall from walking or standing on the floor. Our approach can be applied
to the last two cases. These two classes of fall share some common characteris-
tics; however, they posses different characteristics as well. There is no specific
study that shows the characteristics of fall, however few studies present some fall
characteristics [113] :
• The characteristics of fall from walking or standing.
1. A fall is a process lasting 1 to 2 seconds, consisting of several sub-
actions.
2. The person stands at the beggining of the fall.
3. The head lies on the floor in the end of fall process. The head would
lie on the floor motionless or with little motion for a while.
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4. A person falls roughly in one direction. As a result, both the head
and the weight center of the person move approximately in one plane
during falling.
5. The head reduces its weight from the standing height to the lying
height( lying on the floor). Within portion of this period, the head
will fall in a free-fall manner.
6. The lying head is within a circle centered at the foot position of the last
standing time.
• The characteristics of fall from sitting (or chair).
1. A fall is a process lasting 1 to 3 seconds, consisting of several sub-
actions.
2. The person is sitting in the chair at the beggining of the fall.
3. The head reduces its height from the sitting height to the lying height(lying
on the floor). Within portion of this period, the head will fall in a free
fall manner.
4. The lying body on the floor is nearby the chair.
This information can be helpful to determine a first estimation of the threshold
and the frame range. We used these characteristics as a reference to execute our
experiments.
We performed a series of experiments to determine a suitable threshold and
frame rate under different circumstances. Figure 6.6 shows the case when a per-
son walks randomly and then falls, namely scenario 1. The alarm is generated
when the condition is satisfied for both horizontal and vertical movement in the
same range frame.
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Figure 6.6: Fall Detection scenario 1
Figure 6.7 depicts a series of movements, namely, scenario 2: walk forward -
turn left - walk forward - turn right - walk forward- bend to the front - return to
straight position - sit gently - stand up gently - keep standing for few seconds and
then a fast sit. Figure 6.8 shows a sequence where a person is standing without
any movement, then walks forward and backward, falls, lies in the floor for few
seconds and then stands up and walks away (scenario 3).
6.2.3 Evaluation
The evaluation criteria are the correct detection of falls, and the correct average
time of falling in terms of frames. In the analysis of different scenarios we were
partially successful at detecting falls and differentiating them from other condi-
tions that can generated false alarms, such as fast sitting. Our approach was
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Figure 6.7: Fall detection scenario 2
Figure 6.8: Fall detection scenario 3
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Figure 6.9: Fall Detection using different thresholds
also able to generated warning, when sudden movements were performed. The
threshold to declare a fall is approximately 3.7× 106. Figure 6.9 shows that we can
even set different thresholds for the vertical and horizontal motion, we can be a
little bit more flexible in the horizontal movement since more abrupt movements
occur in this axis. The fall window is around 15 frames.
6.2.4 Fall Detection Testing
A series of experiments were carried out wherein different common activities in
order to test the reliability of the algorithm. Figure 6.10 shows the results.
For these experiments two different persons were tested wearing the camera:
person A and person B. The location was a house to simulate a realistic scenario.
In Figure 6.10(a) person A walks slowly entering the living room from a nar-
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(a) Experiment 1 person A (b) Experiment 2 person A
(c) Experiment 3 person B (d) Experiment 4 person B
(e) Experiment 5 person B (f) Experiment 6 person A
Figure 6.10: Validation Experiments for fall detection under diverse circumstances
and motion using CITRIC motes for
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row corridor. The scenario changes in terms of light and background conditions,
which makes it a complex scenario. In Figure 6.10(b) person A walks in the living
room and then sits fast on a couch. Figure 6.10(c) shows the performance of the
algorithm for a scenario wherein person B enters the living room. Then, in figure
6.10(d) and 6.10(e) person A walks and then sits normally and fast respectively.
In fig. 6.10(f) person A walks forward and backward then slowly picks something
from the floor and then returns to a straight up position in a normal manner. The
results presented above were used to detect the threshold. Thus, the algorithm
does not generated an alarm for this specific scenarios.
The results presented reveal that the method is effective and accurate. It detect
all the falls. The system clearly can make the distinction between normal motion
and falls, - even if the environmental conditions change rapidly. The only scenario
where the algorithm cannot differentiate between a normal situation and a fall is
when the person sits rapidly due to the similarity of the movements.
The time needed to analyze one image composed of actual and previous frame
was about 301 milliseconds on a CITRIC mote.
The CITRIC mote perform the following:
• Grabs current frame.
• Applies Sobel operator to detect vertical and horizontal movement.
• Computes temporal differencing between current and previous frame.
• Computes a vector which contains the moving sum.
• Calculates the area.
• Detects falls using thresholding.
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• Generates a history file.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this work, we first presented a performance analysis for wireless embedded
cameras, and then, analyzed the accuracy-latency-tradeoff for different scenarios.
In the first scenario, a scalar sensor wakes up the camera mote when it detects
motion in the scene. The camera captures a frame, but does not perform any
local processing of the image. It transmits the whole image frame in a multi-hop
manner to a sink node. In the second scenario, cameras perform local processing
to detect foreground objects. The camera transmits only when the size of the
detected object satisfies a specified criteria (for instance to detect large vehicles).
In addition, the camera does not transmit the whole frame, but only transmits
the portion containing the object. In the third scenario, after performing local
processing of the image, one camera communicates with another camera in a
P2P manner to detect a composite event, and only when the composite event is
detected, they will transmit the interesting portion of a frame to the sink. We have
presented a detailed quantitative comparison of these three scenarios in terms
of the energy consumption and latency when the goal is detecting a composite
and semantically high-level event. In addition to providing motivation for and
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emphasizing the importance of pushing the high-level decision making to the
sensor level, this analysis gives quantitative results in terms of savings in energy.
Also, we have presented a wireless embedded smart camera network for multi-
camera tracking. In multi-camera tracking applications, the amount of data ex-
changed between cameras has an effect on the tracking accuracy, the energy con-
sumption of the camera nodes and the latency. We have provided a detailed
quantitative analysis of the accuracy- latency-energy tradeoff for overlapping and
non-overlapping camera setups when different-sized data packets are transferred
in a wireless manner. The experiments have been performed with an actual wire-
less embedded smart camera network employing CITRIC motes and perform-
ing tracking of objects. Our results show that, for the studied scenarios, deploy-
ing four overlapping embedded cameras and communicating less data consumes
23.56 % less energy than using two non-overlapping cameras and exchanging
compressed color histograms. In addition, when using cameras with overlapping
fields of view, the reliability is very high for uncrowded scenes. The reliability of
using only gray-level histogram for non-overlapping cameras decreases especially
when there are multiple objects in the scene with similar brightness values. Using
all three channels increases the accuracy with the cost of higher delays and higher
energy consumption.
Finally, we have presented the development and testing of a lightweight algo-
rithm to perform fall detection for eldercare. Nowadays, we different technologies
are suggested to help elderly people in case of emergency. We have proposed a
novel method to detect falls, using a wearable wireless embedded camera device.
This method analyzes images. It has low computational cost and fast response.
Experimental results illustrate and verify that the system can successfully de-
tect and store fall-related data. The data base provides important information to
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analyze long-term trends and patterns needed in the prevention of falls. Other
complex fall scenarios are currently under investigation.
The proposed method can differentiate falls from most of the regular mention
patterns that may generate false alarms such as bending down. One exception is
fast sitting action due to similarities in motion and edge changes
To distinguish these activities, context information (environmental/physiological)
can be exploited in future work.
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